St Paul’s Primary School
Pupil Review of Remote Learning
January—March 2021

“I really like remote learning because you get to see your friends in meetings
and you get assignments you love to do “
“I give it a four out of five because I miss my school and my friends but I am
enjoying home school learning too”
“I like it because there's lots of different things every day. It's not the same
every day.
“I love tech … also learning using tech “
What we did well…


The engagement levels of our learners increased in comparison to the first
period of remote learning.



80% of children reflected on their remote learning experience positively, saying
that they enjoyed this lockdown’s remote learning experience.



Children said they missed seeing their friends the most, so they really enjoyed
the live experiences as it was a chance to see their friends and teachers.



There was a variety of both curricular areas planned for, and resources used to support
learning.

What our children found tricky or would have liked done differently …
*Sometimes focussing was difficult*

*Could be hard if technology didn't work*

*It took time at the start to learn how to use the technology properly*
*Could be more challenging to understand some new pieces of learning*
*More time to talk to the teachers about our work*
*Difficult to sit at the computer a lot — not used to it*

What our children enjoyed…
*Google meets*
*Using technology*

* Live lessons*
*Sumdog*

*The extra lie-in time*
*Reading Eggs*

*Not having to come to school in the rain*
*Sharing pictures on Seesaw*
*Being able to play with siblings/toys at breaks*

*You could do the work at your own pace*

St Paul’s Primary School
Family Review of Remote Learning
January—March 2021

“I like the fact that teachers hold live meetings with the children at least once a week. The
children are now having to do more independent research using online tools like the
Google search engine to source information. Also, their IT skills are improving as well”
“I think the school dealt with online learning exceptionally well, but the children need the
classroom experience at this age”
“We are finding it very easy this time round to log on and find the work set out by the
teachers. The volume of work is realistic and manageable, and we feel the staff are supporting us efficiently in any challenges we face. It is easy to communicate with staff
online if we need to”.

What we did well…


78% of our families said their child / children engaged daily in remote
learning



84% of the families who responded reflected positively on their remote
learning experience



“We are finding it very easy to find the work. Teachers are providing fun,
imaginative resources”



“Really good interaction with the girls on lessons and constructive feedback given, for work
submitted”



“The daily timetables so we can use them like a checklist”

What our families found tricky …


Too long in front of a computer



Difficult for children with Additional Support Needs



Difficult when you have more than one child



“The online learning was good, but it was hard trying to get things done while
also working from home”

What our families enjoyed…


Live lessons



Class meets



Recorded lessons



Teachers engaging with the children

